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*The requisite disclaimer...

We do not work for TSG or Creative 
Curriculum! These adaptations are our own 
and are not endorsed by TSG or Creative 

Curriculum. 
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An invitation...

This session is meant to serve as an opportunity 
for dialogue and collaboration!

Throughout the presentation, there will be 
invitations to use the chat to share how things are 

structured in your classroom.
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So before we get started...

Let’s chat:

What questions do you hope to answer 
with this presentation?
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About NTDSE

● We are a special education 
co-op in Morton Grove with nine 
member districts

● The Creative Curriculum is used 
in our satellite instructional 
classrooms at Meyer School and 
Skokie 68’s Early Childhood 
Center
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About NTDSE

Our program consists of:

● 2 full day pre-K-4 classes
● 4 half day pre-K-3 classes
● 1 half day/ full day blend of 3s and 4s
● No more than 10 students per room
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Creative Curriculum Goals

Source: Powerpoint Presentation, Teaching Strategies 
https://www.dcms.uscg.mil/Portals/10/DOL/Base%20Alameda/Alameda-Creative-Curriculum-Presentation-Parents.pdf?ver=2017-03-27-082312-107
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Creative Curriculum Philosophy

Source: Powerpoint Presentation, Teaching Strategies 
https://www.dcms.uscg.mil/Portals/10/DOL/Base%20Alameda/Alameda-Creative-Curriculum-Presentation-Parents.pdf?ver=2017-03-27-082312-107
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Let’s chat: 
What challenges have you 
encountered as you have 

tried to implement the 
Creative Curriculum in 

special education 
classrooms?
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Our Challenges

We struggled with:

-Word association tasks around new studies; students generating their own 
thoughts and responses. Requires the ability to...

● Process a question
● Draw on previous knowledge
● Formulate a response
● Produce the  response
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Our Challenges

Functional play skills in the centers areas. Task requires the ability to...

● Decide which toy in the area to play with
● Know how to use the toy in more than one way
● Know to relate to/ tolerate peers in the same area
● Use imaginative play skills
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Our Challenges

Teaching pre-literacy and writing skills. Requires the ability to...

● Attend to pre-literacy activities
● Understand that letters represent real words 
● Understand that words and symbols represent real items and people in the 

environment
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Our Challenges

Students have impulsivity and motor challenges. Group activities require that 
students...

● Attain regulation so as to be available for instruction
● Learn how to sit
● Understand where they are expected to move throughout structured activities
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First: Identify Main Goals for our kids 

Our goals:

1. Build on vocabulary and communication skills
2. Follow classroom routines and directions/expectations, attention to 

adult-directed tasks
3. Expand on functional play skills and social-emotional development

*While students are working on these 3 goals, they are consistently exposed to 
pre-academic concepts!
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Second: The Studies

Beginning of the 
Year/School

Balls

Clothing

Trees Room for accommodation: different 
classrooms may do fewer studies in the 
year to give students with more needs 
multiple exposures to topics
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Getting started: Daily Schedule (varies between full day 
and half day programs)

-Large Group (20-25 minutes)

-Interest Areas (40-60 minutes)

-Small Groups (3-5 times a week, 20 minutes)

- Snack (20 minutes a day)

-Gross Motor (20-30 minutes a day)

-Read Aloud (10-15 minutes a day)

***ALL RELATED SERVICES INTEGRATE THEIR THERAPY DURING PLAY 
AND TARGET  INDIVIDUAL IEP GOALS DURING SMALL GROUP TIME***
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Getting started: Structuring Large Group

20-25 minutes

Introduce as early in the 
year as possible

ROUTINE, ROUTINE, 
ROUTINE!
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Our sitting solutions…

Cube chairs with trays, fading trays 
when possible

Allow reinforcers to associate sitting 
with things they like (fade ASAP)

Use bubbles between activities

Provide manipulatives that relate to 
the classroom activity
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Our Routine 

LARGE GROUP DAILY SCHEDULE

Review Schedule

Sing the rules/expected behavior song

Hello and attendance

Feelings check-in

Question of the day

Discussion/shared writing
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Hello and Attendance:

● Utilize picture exchange and/or a speech 
generating device to have students pick a 
peer to say hello to

● Sing hello song to greet each student
● Model waving and smiling
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● Take attendance by 

moving students 

pictures to “school” 

and/or “home”

● Model counting and 

writing numbers to 

correspond with 

students at school 

and at home 

Hello and Attendance:
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● Questions are adapted from the Creative Curriculum
● Use of errorless questions in the beginning of the year teaches students 

○ How to scan
○ Cross a space and return to their seat
○ Identify their own picture
○ Make a choice  
○ New vocabulary!
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Step one:

Scanning new 
vocabulary
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Step two:

Moving through the 
space and finding 
their picture, using 
hand over hand
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3RYEr4lKTQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1GakfTqp2U


● Yes vs No
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● Yes vs No
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Yes/No, more independence
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0Tds9ScVf8


● Making choices
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  Beginning of the Year:

-Have you ever felt happy/scared? (yes/no)
-Do you know how to use this? (item from the classroom, yes/no)
-Would you like to paint today? (yes/no)
-What song should we sing today? (give 2 song options)
-What do you like to do with your friends? (give 2 options)

More examples
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As students become familiar with the question of the day routine and 
errorless choice-making, we gradually increase the complexity of question 
being asked 

○ re-telling/ answering “wh” questions from a story
○ identifying daily schedule (“what do we do after the playground?” 

wash hands or large group?)
○ How many rows are in this garden? (give 2 choices, 1 is correct)
○ How many fingers are on your hand? (2 or 5)
○ Did Humpty Dumpty dance or crack? (provide visual for dance and
○ crack, only 1 correct choice)
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Large Group: Discussion/Shared Writing

-Tied to the question of the day

-Utilize different forms of making a list (chart paper, 
smartboard)

-Incorporate a visual choice board for students to participate 

by making a choice (students can also contribute by making a 

choice on their individual device)

-When modeling writing, emphasize the letters in each child’s 
name to expose students to pre-literacy concepts (“David 
starts with the letter D!”
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Discussion/ Shared Writing
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Discussion/ Shared Writing
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Discussion/Shared Writing
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Small Groups

Small groups are used to teach both 
functional and imaginative play 
skills
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Teaching vocabulary… Let’s nerd out
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlacD0PRM08


Small Groups

Imaginative play approach inspired by “Scaffolding Dramatic Play in Young 
Children Who Have Special Needs”- Sharing a Vision 2019 by Elizabeth Falconer, 
MA, CCC-SLP and Susan Cerza, MEd, NBCT 

- Approach was developed in a blended classroom 
- Was validated through the use of the Social Thinking We Thinkers GPS 

scoring sheet to measure functional and imaginative play growth in children 
with and without needs

- See final slide for link to the full presentation
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Small Groups- imaginative play

From familiar to less familiar schemas 

going to school---------------------------------------------------being a train conductor

The Creative Curriculum philosophy emphasizes child-led play. We teach them 

how to use the materials and relevant vocabulary so their play can become more 

independent and complex 38

Let’s chat: 

What has surprised you as you 
have taught play to your students 

with low-incidence disabilities? 
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Small Group Structure 

-Visual Schedule 

-Use positive reinforcement throughout the 
group to motivate students to 
sit/attend/participate, with access to a larger 
reinforcer at the end, as needed
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Small groups

Depending on the activity, small groups happen anywhere (a few favorites:)
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Schema Buy-in...

Coreboard

Picture exchange strip

Real water!

Towels:)
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Small Groups: Dramatic Play (Veterinarian) 

-Model actions 
-Use visual core board with choices/vocabulary
-Repetition: repeat the same activity multiple times throughout the week 
during small group time (revisit throughout the year) 43

Intentional Teaching Cards 

-Used during small group times
-Classroom teacher focuses on pre-academic lessons (math and literacy), 
while related services focus on fine motor skills, language, and 
social-emotional development
-Targeted lessons include sensory experiences/hands on manipulatives 
(matching magnetic letters to name, making playdough, imitating actions, 
fishing for letters/numbers)
-THE SAME SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY IS REPEATED ALL WEEK AND 
REVISITED THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL YEAR
-Beginning of the year through November (typically) focuses on teaching 
centers and play schemas FIRST, THEN we move on to pre-academic small 
group activities
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Intro to Interest Areas… Scaffolding Choices

Step one… Students choose where they’re going to play from their seats

Step two...Cross the space to move their picture to make an initial choice

Step three...Move their picture throughout choice time as they move from one 
interest area to another
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Interest Area setup...

Most are equipped with 
accompanying core 
boards/ PECS        

Interest areas provide 
opportunities for related 
services to push in- Social 
Work, OT, and Speech- 
during functional leisure 
activities
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Toys and Games

-fine motor

-manipulatives

-sorting (categories, colors, 
shapes)

-puzzles/put in tasks
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Toys and Games

*Photos 
were used 
so that even 
new 
students can 
access the 
items
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Dramatic Play

Core boards and PECS 
for: 

● Cooking
● Vet
● Doctor
● Laundry
● Dishes
● Cleaning
● Coffee shop
● Baby dolls- bath
● Baby dolls- bedtime
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Dramatic Play: Cooking

Classroom 
paraprofessionals jump in 
during free choice to model 
vocabulary using materials 
introduced during small 
group instruction

Aided language modeling  
(Partner Augmented Input- 
PAI) supports the 
development of vocabulary 
and grammar!
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Science

A great spot to combine novel 
items with familiar sensory 
experiences as functional play 
is taught
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Blocks

-building/stacking (blocks, 
legos)

-incorporating cars, trucks, 
dinosaurs (manipulatives to 
add to imaginative play) 
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Library

-quiet space

-focus on basic concepts of 
print 

-away from distractions/active 
centers
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Art -Introduce activities and routines during 
small groups (using crayons and 
markers, cleaning up, where materials 
go)

-Great opportunity for OT to work on IEP 
goals with students one on one or in 
small groups during interest areas

-Adult-directed for more structured or 
paint based activities 
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Sensory Table

-Adult supported

-Integrated related service support 
during interest areas (speech and 
OT)

-Use of visual core boards 
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Snack

- Teacher-facilitated
- Teach the purpose of 

communication with a 
natural reinforcer

- Support social interest 
between students who 
are sharing a table
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Let’s chat: 

What other adaptations have 
you made to your interest 

areas to meet your students’ 
needs? 
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Structuring Read Alouds

- Freedom to use books from the curriculum or your own 
choices 

- Adapt books that might be too wordy
1. Take a picture walk and describe what is happening on 

each page
2. Adapt the text on each page
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Example of an Adapted Book:
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Example of an Adapted Book:
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Practical considerations

Teachers collaborate to adapt books, choose questions, etc.

Related services collaborate with materials, vocabulary, songs, etc.

Teachers completed a curriculum proposal and were able to use time over the 
summer to create materials

THE GOOD NEWS IS… Once materials are created, you’ve got them!
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Looking forward

By implementing the Creative Curriculum in an adapted form in our classrooms, 
we have enabled the smooth and successful transitions of many of our students 
into blended and district classrooms

Others who have not yet been ready to fully transition to a fully blended program 
have at least been able to access inclusion time in blended classrooms with the 
familiarity with the interest areas structure
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Looking forward

ALL students have left the classroom with better school skills

● Sitting
● Following directions and routines
● Scanning and making choices
● Answering questions with their modality
● Functional and imaginative play skills
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Questions?

kpassarella@ntdse.org

tthomas@ntdse.org
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